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political overtones arearc beginning to tinge the native
land claims efforts some of the color being splashed
around is not meeting with approval in the eyes of the na-
tive people of alaska that this would come about during
the agonizing course of the preparation for the land claims

legislation in congress was a foregone conclusion we
didnt imagine however that some politicians and certain
newspapers would slap the natives and say they are not the
states responsibility that they were the responsibility of
the federal government

this is basely ridiculous shortsighted and also biting
to the co citizens of the state the native people we
think a concerted effort is in line for the natives to work
for better governmental treatment and they can make a
good try at it with vigorous politics keeping in mind that
influential forces would pawn the states original inhabi-
tants aside and divest the state of any responsibility to
them this is saying in reality that other 49 states should
have the responsibility not alaska

alaskasalanskas native people through their land claims solu-
tion efforts by congressional legislationi are desperately
seeking the stabilization of their status in the state they
are no different from any people in wanting some measure
of decency of surroundings where they can live with res-
pect of others they are steadily being pushed into cor-
ners by the tentacles of land hunger they do not want to
be a burden to the state nor do they want to be one to the
federal government A generous land settlement can be an
investment they can pay dividends generously in the fut-
ure

the land claims efforts were sure to pinch sensitive
nerves along the way the anguished and unfair outbursts
are now the results they should be scrutinized as to which
side of the political fence they are coming from even
though the individuals who uttered them might be hard to
reach by the native vote because of their positions in the
political picture

we are of the belief however that urban politicanspoliticianspoliticans
who are opposed to the native efforts on the land claims
can be reached indirectly also we are not ruling out the
possibility that the outbursts made lately necessarily orig-
inated from those who uttered them but that they could
be generated from the higher ups in their particular pol-
itical organizations political maneuvers work in devious
ways

since politics have made inroads into the land solu-
tion effort it is important that the native leaders sharpen
their political viewpoints and work to prepare to influ-
enceencee their people in alaska generally as to what might be
the best road to take in the election year of 1970 that
year is fast coming upon us while doingsodoing so they should
make efforts toward a political unity of purpose aimed at
themistthemostthe most telling points of action the native political act-
ivity beginning now is an urgent necessity its well direct

edcd aims when the time comes can mean better rewards for
native causes

we have long proclaimed that native politics isiis one of
the really effective tools the native people can use to im-

prove their position of respect in alaska as a whole alt-

hough it is viewed with
7

healthy respect by the states
major politicians it has never been utilized to its full po-
tentialtential this must be sought after with vigor the 1970
election year can be the proving grounds toward realizing
what it can really do the results cancin be most beneficial
and rewarding to the general native effort


